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In this paper we prove a number of results on Cauchy transforms and multipli-
ers. For example, we prove that if f s IF g F , where I is an inner function0
satisfying a certain condition and F is outer, then F g F . Q 1997 Academic Press0
1. INTRODUCTION
 < < 4Let U be the open unit disk and let T s z: z s 1 . Let M denote the
set of complex valued Borel measures on T. For each a ) 0 let F denotea
the family of functions f having the property that there exists a measure
m g M such that
1
f z s dm z , 1 .  .  .H a
T 1 y z z .
< <for z - 1. For a s 0, let F denote the family of functions f having the0
property that there exists a measure m g M such that
1
f z s log dm z q f 0 . 2 .  .  .  .H
1 y z zT
F is a Banach space with respect to the norma
5 5 5 5f s inf m , for a ) 0Fa 3 . 5 5 5 5 < <f s inf m q f 0 , .F0
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 .  .where m varies over all measures in M for which 1 or 2 hold and where
5 5 w xm denotes the total variation norm of m 3, 6 .
A function f analytic in U is called a multiplier of F provided thata
fg g F for all g g F . Let M denote the set of all multipliers of F . Leta a a a
5 5 5 5 5 5f s sup fg : g g F , q F 1 . 4 4  .M F Faa a a
Note that
5 5 5 5 5 5fg F f ? g . 5 .M M Ma a a
w xHence M with this norm is a Banach algebra 2, p. 182; 7; 8; 6 .a
5 5In Section 2 we show for w analytic in U and f g M , with f - 1Ma a
that w( f g M . This implies that f g H`, for all f g M and providesa a
many examples of functions in M .a
w x 1 w xIn 6 it was proved that if f 9 g H then f g M for all a ) 0. In 4 ita
was proved that if f 9 g H p for some p ) 1 then f g M . Both statements0
w xare sufficient but not necessary. In 5 an example was given of a function
f g M which is not continuous on U. In Section 3, we describe the0
boundary behavior of f g M . To be specific, we show that at each pointa
of the boundary of U, the limit exists from the inside of each orocycle at
the same point.
w x pIt is known 1, 2 that if f s IF g H , where I is inner and F is outer,
5 5 5 5 w xthen f s F . In 8 it was shown that if f s IF g F , where I is innerp p 1
5 5 5 5and F is outer, then F F f . Recently, D. Hallenbeck and K.F F1 1
 .Samotij conjectured private communication that if f s IF g F , wherea
0 F a F 1, I is inner, and F is outer then F g F .a
 .In Section 4, we prove that if f s IF g F and I satisfies condition 120
then F g F .0
2. M AS A BANACH ALGEBRAa
We can easily show that M , a G 0, is a complex Banach algebra witha
 .  . w x Unorm as in 4 and 5 , see 2, p. 182 . Let M denote the dual space of Ma a
and A denote the subset of the unit ball of MU consisting of elementsa a
w xthat are also multiplicative, see 2, p. 184 . Define the Gelfand transform
of f g M , bya
Ãf m s m f , .  .
for all m g A anda
Ã Ã5 5 < <f s sup f m . .
mgAa
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As
5 5 < <f s sup L t , .Ma
U 5 5LgM , L s1a
Ã Ã Ã5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5f F f . We say that f is an isometry when f s f . This isM Ma a
5 2 5 5 5 2 w xequivalent to the condition f s f 2, p. 185 . Unfortunately notM Ma a
Ãevery f is an isometry, because it was shown that
1ya 5 n 5 1yan F z F cn ,Ma
w x 5 5 5 n 5 5 5 nfor all 0 F a F 1, see 3 . Certainly, z ) 1. Hence z - z , forM M Ma a a
all n G 1 and consequently, z is not an isometry. We conjecture that theÃ
constant functions are the only isometries in M .a
w xNow we recall the following general theorem 2, p. 182
5 5THEOREM A. Let A be a Banach algebra with norm ? and let m be a
complex homomorphism of A. Then m is a continuous linear functional with
norm
5 5 < <m s sup m f F 1. .
5 5f F1
Remark. Theorem A implies that every complex homomorphism of Ma
is an element of A .a
This theorem immediately gives another proof for the following known
w xresult 3, 7 .
<  . < 5 5THEOREM B. f z F f , for all z g U, f g M , and where a G 0.M aa
 .  .Proof. Fix z g U and let m f s f z . Then m is a complex homomor-
phism on M . This and Theorem A give the result.a
The following theorems concern subordination:
 . ` nTHEOREM 1. Let f z s  a z be an analytic function in U andns0 n
5 5 ` nf g M , where a G 0. If f - 1 then f ( f g M and  a f con-Ma a ns0 na
¨erges to f ( f in M .a
Proof. Let f denote the k th partial sum of the Taylor series of f.k
 .Use 5 to get
5 n 5 5 5 nf F f .M Ma a
Hence
`
n5 5 < < 5 5f ( f F a f - `,M Mk na a
ns0
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5 5 5 5for all k. This is because f - 1 and f analytic. Since f ( f isM Mka a
uniformly bounded and f ( f ª f ( f locally uniformly we conclude thatk
w xf ( f g M and the series converges to f ( f in M , see 3 .a a
 . ` nTHEOREM 2. Let f z s  a z be an analytic function in U, withns0 n
` < < a - `. Let f g M , where a G 0. Then each of the following follows0 n a
 . 5 5 ` na If f F 1 then f ( f g M and  a f con¨erges to f ( fM a ns0 na
in M .a
 . 5 n 5b If f is uniformly bounded for all n G 1 then f ( f g M .M aa
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
It is not easy to deal with the M -norm. To be specific, we could nota
5 5 5 5express f ( f in terms of f . However, if we use the Gelfand-normM Ma a
then we have:
THEOREM 3. Let f be as in the statement of Theorem 2 and let f g M ,a
5 5with f F 1. ThenMa
Ã Ã5 5 5 5 5 5f ( f s f f z . . `
` < <Proof. Let m g A . Then by theorem 2, as  a - `, f ( f g Ma 0 n a
and so
`
n
m f ( f s a m f . 6 .  .  . . n
0
Ã5  .5But, as f m F 1,
iu Ã< < 5 5e m f : m g A s z : z F f . . 4  4a
 .This and 6 imply the result.
3. BOUNDARY BEHAVIOR OF f g Ma
w x 1 w xIt was shown in 6 that if f 9 g H the f g M for all a ) 0. In 4 ita
was proved that f 9 g H p for some p ) 1 implies f g M while f 9 g H 10
w xdoes not imply f g M . In 5 an example was constructed of a function in0
M that is not continuous on U. In the following theorem we show that0
 .functions in M are almost continuous on U. Let D u , 1 ) t ) 0, be the0 t
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 .region inside the orocycle C u given byt
< < 21 y z
C u s z : s t .t 2iu 5< <e y z
 < iu < 4and inside the circle z: z y e - 1r2 . Then we have the following
theorem
THEOREM 4. Let f g M . Then0
lim f z exists, z g D u . .  .t
iuzªe
iu  .Proof. Choose e s 1 and assume that f 0 s 0. Then
1
f z log g F . . 01 y z
Hence
1 1
f z log s log dm x .  .H1 y z 1 y xzT
and
log 1 y xz .
f z s dm x . 7 .  .  .H log 1 y z .T
Choose z g D 1 . Then .t
< < 21 y z
G t2< <1 y z
< <and 1 y z - 1r2. Take logarithms to conclude that
< < 2log 1 y z log t .
F q 2. 8 .
< < < <log 1 y z log 1 y z
 .If we assume that the branches of all logarithms in 7 are principal then
the arguments are all bounded by pr2 and hence
< <log 1 y xz log 1 y z log 2 q pr2 .  .
F q
< < < < < <log 1 y z log 1 y z log 1 y z .
< <log t q log 2 q pr2
F q 2.
< < < <log 1 y z
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 .  .The last inequality follows from 8 . This implies that the integrand in 7 ,
as z ª 1, converges to the function
0, for x / 1F x s .  1, for x s 1.
Hence we conclude, using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem,
that
 4lim f z s m 1 . .  .
zª1
Remark. The limit of Theorem 4 remains the same when we replace
 .  .the orocycle by a path that is more tangential. Let 1 q z r 1 y z s u q i¨
and let
< < 4L s z : u¨ s t , 1 y z - 1r2 .t
Then L ª 1 as u ª 0.t
Assume that t ) 0 and let z g L . Thent
24 2 2u q t t 1 q z
2s u q s . 9 .2 2 1 y zu u
 .Take logarithms in 9 , to get
1 q z
4 2< <log u q t s 2 log u q 2 log . 10 .
1 y z
2 < 4 2 <  2 .Assume that u - 1. Then log t - log q t - log t q 1 . Write log u
 < < 2 . < < 2 .  .s log 1 y z r1 y z . Then 10 gives
log 1 y r 2 .
F c,
< <log 1 y z
 .for some constant c. This is similar to 8 . Continue as in the proof of
Theorem 4 to conclude that
 4lim f z s m 1 , .  .
zª1
along L .t
4. OUTER PART AND INNER PART OF f g F0
w xIt was shown in 8 that if f g F and1
f s IF , 11 .
5 5 5 5where F is outer and I is inner then F F f .F F1 1
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In this section we prove:
 .THEOREM 5. If f g F is as in 11 and I satisfies0
1
< < < < 5 5I9 tx dt dm x - C zf , 12 .  .  .HH F0
T 0
 . 5 5 5 5for all m that gi¨ e zf as in 2 , then F F C zf , where C, C areF F1 10 0
uniform constants.
This is a consequence of the following more general proposition.
PROPOSITION 1. If f s IF g F , where I is an inner function satisfying0
 . 5 5 5 512 then F F C zf .F F10 0
w xProof. The Frostman Theorem 2 implies that there is a sequence of
Blaschke products converging, in the H`-norm, to I of the form
I y z
I s .z 1 y z I
5 5 < <To be specific, I y I - e when z - d . We may choose a sequence of`z
z converging to 0 so that each I has only simple zeros. Putz
` z y aj
I s B z s . z 1 y a zjs1 j
w xand let B be the subproduct from j s 1 to j s n. Since it is known 4n
that f g F is equivalent to zf g F , we put0 0
xz1
zf z s dt dm x , 13 .  .  .HH 1 y txzT 0
 .where 0 F t - 1 and m g M given zf as in 2 . Then
r x
f r z s dt dm x , 14 .  .  .HH 1 y txzT 0
where 0 F t F r - 1. Put
2n < <1 y a xx 1 xrB 1rtx .  /jns q , 15 .1 y txz B z 1 y txz B a z y a 1 y txa .  .  .  .  .n j j j jjs1
 .  .  ..where B a s  a y a r 1 y a a . Note thatj j 1F k / jF n k j k j
1
s B tx .nB 1rtx .n
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 .and, from 14 , that
r x
dt dm x s I r a F r a , .  .  .HH j j1 y txaT 0 j
 .for all j. Integrate 15 with respect to dt, dm and then take limits to get
f r z f r z .  .
s lim lim
I z B znª`zª0 .  .n
r xB tx .ns lim lim dt dm x .HH 1 y txznª`zª0 T 0
n 2< <1 y a I r a F r a .  . /j j jq lim lim  B a z y anª`zª0  .  .j j jjs1
s A q A . 16 .1 2
 .We first consider A . As r - 1, 16 implies that1
r xI tx .
A s dt dm x . 17 .  .HH1 1 y txzT 0
 .Integrate 17 , using integration by parts with respect to dt, to get
1
zA s log I r x dm x .  . .H1 1 y xr zT
r 1
y x log I9 tx dm x dt. 18 .  .  .H H 1 y txz0 T
For each t - 1,
1 1 1 q txeyiu2p
s R dur2p , 19 .H yi u1 y txz 1 y yz 1 y txe0
iu  .for z g U and y s e . Integrate 19 with respect to z to get
yi u1 tx 1 1 q txe2p
log s log R dur2p . 20 .H yi u1 y txz y 1 y yz 1 y txe0
Let
2 yiu
r tx 1 q txe
F u s R I9 tx dt dm x . 21 .  .  .  .HHr yiuy 1 y txeT 0
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Then
r 1
x log I9 tx dm x dt .  .H H 1 y txz0 T
12p
s log F u dur2p . 22 .  .H r1 y yz0
Now we show that the L1-norm of F is uniformly bounded. Note thatr
1 q txeyiu2p iuR e dur2p s tx .H yi u1 y txe0
 .  .Hence it follows from 21 , by using 12 , that
r2p
< < < < 5 5F u dur2p F I9 tx dt dm x F C zf . .  .  .H HH Fr 0
0 T 0
This implies, by using the Helly selection theorem, that there is a subse-
quence of r ª 1 so that F du converges weak star to some n g M.r 1
 .Now replace t by r in 20 and let
2 yiur x 1 q r xe
C u s R I r x dm x . 23 .  .  .  .Hr yiuy 1 y r xeT
Clearly, the L -norm of C is uniformly bounded and so C converges1 r r
weak star to some measure n g M. Hence2
1 12p
log I r x dm x s log C u dur2p 24 .  .  .  . .H H r1 y xr z 1 y yzT 0
 .  .  .and then 18 becomes, by using 22 and 24
1 1
zA s log C x du y log F u du . .  .H H1 r r1 y xz 1 y xzT T
Hence
1
lim zA s log d n x y n x . 25 .  .  . .H1 1 21 y xzrª1 T
w xSecond, we find A . It is not hard to notice that, see 1 ,2
2n < <1 y a f r a .1 f r w B w f r z .  .  . /j jn
dw s q . 26 .H2p w y z B a a y z B z .  .  .T j j j njs1
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1<  . < <  . <Since f r w B w F f r w and since f g H , we conclude using .n
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that the limit, as n ª `,
 .  .z ª 0, and r ª 1, of the left side of 26 is equal to F z . Hence, from
 .  .26 and 16
lim A s F z y F z s 0. 27 .  .  .2
rª1
 .  .  .Therefore 27 , 26 , and 16 imply that there is a measure n g M so that
1
F z s log dn x . .  .H 1 y xzT
Hence F g F .0
 .  .Remark. 1 The condition 12 is satisfied by any inner function in
M for some a G 0. This is because for any f g Ma a
1 iu< < 5 5f 9 re dr F f , .H Ma
0
w xfor all u 6, 8 .
 .  .2 We believe that condition 12 in Proposition 1 can be removed.
Finally we state the following corollary
COROLLARY. If f s IF g M , where I is an inner function satisfying the0
condition
1
< < < < 5 5I9 tx dt dm x F C zf , .  .HH M0
T 0
 .for all m that gi¨ e zf as in 2 then
5 5 5 5F F C zf .M M10 0
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